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ABSTRACT.— The theory of ultrasonic absorption based on the structural changes 
m the quasi-crystalline structure of the liquid stale has been applied to acetic acid. 
Vannt’on of niaxiimim absorption frequency with the variation of temperature <2o*C to 
(1 ,"0, as observed by I/ainb and Pinkerton, has been explained by this thcroy.
In the previous paper (Ghosh and Varma, 1949) we have calculated the 
values of absorption frequencies in the various unassociated liquids on the 
assuiiiplion of quasi-crystallnie strucluie of the liquid slate. The work function 
A was deduced on the basis of 'hole theory’ of viscosity. A ll the values refer 
to 3oo“K . The value 4.87 ]\Ics. obtained in the case of acetic acid is high 
liccause here we had neglected the effect of temperature 'ric., the value of
r X 10^  ^ sec  ^ cm "’ = 12,000 which we have taken is a low value for
N'
27“C and moreover dispersion in velocity with temperature w^ as also neglec­
ted
It may be pointed out that the work function A given as
A = R
T V
T ' - T
log v I L
rj'T
wliicli depends upon the values of viscosity (r/) of the liquid at two tempera- 
tines varie.s with temperature. As defined previously A  is the work 
imiction required to remove N  molecules from the interior of the body to in- 
fmitc distance. F ig. i  shows the plot of viscosity (ij) against temperature aud 
'J able I gives the value of A at the various temperatures ranging from 25°C 
to 6 5 Fi g.  2 shows the plot of work function A (cals/molc) against 
temperature.
It may be observed from the Fig. 2 that A at first decreases slowly 
v-itb temperature and a minimum is obtained near about 55*^ 0 and it again 
ri,‘=t\s sharply to high values. The variation of A wdth temperature is re- 
I'Kseiited by A = Ao + y (T -T ')^  wdiere is the minimum value of A  
the corresponding temperature T ' and on either side it increases, "Ao 
“■‘ 3328 cals/mole. The rate of increment with regard to the square of the 
sniperature difference, viz. 7, is of the order 2 cals/mole per degree cen- 
' f^gtade, for temperatures below and for temperatures above T'°C  it
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is of the order 2-6 cals/mole to 5 cals/mole per degree centigrade. Further 
dA/dT  is of the order of g cals/mole per degree centigrade.
I
TJX lo'i (Viscosity) plotted agamst leniperdturc for Acetic Acirl.  ^
Range of Temp. 2u"C~7o“C Values of vi,scoi>ity have been 
taken from Physical Chemical Constants by Kaye and Laby
T ahle T
S NO temperatuie 1 cals/mole
( 1
ctil deg*' mole '
1 5^"C 2034
2 30'C 3365 -2359
3 35“c: 3331 25.31
A 3::S6 2831
S 45 “C 324^ 3«95
6 50 ”C 333^5 3234
7 S5'C 3-22R .3414
8 6o’ C 3295 -3550
9 f)S*C 3422 •3459
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2 C  2? 30 35 45 SO  5 5  60 65 70
Tempetsture ( ° C )
F i g . 2
Woilt fimction A cals/iiiole plotted against Temp for Acetic Acid l2o"C 70T)
The corresponding values of internal structural specific heat Ci calcula-
!ed from the formula Ci = R  [.
^ - A l R T
RT
where R is the gas constant
or the different temperatures are also given in Table 1. Fig. 3 shows the 
>iut of C( against temperature.
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Tbe minima of at 55“ C indicates that most of the molecules at this 
paitic'ular lempeiatuic are in their equilibiium positions. This will at 6rst 
si^ h^t appeal to !)c nholly inappropriate in the case of a liquid with their 
chaiactcnslic fluidity. But it may be pointed out that the equilibrium posi­
tions of the molecule in the liquid body are not absolutely permanent, but 
have a lempoiuiy character for a given molecule After performing- more 
or less large no of usullalions about the same equilibrium position during 
a certain time T, each molecule can jump to a new equilibrium position. 
If the tune 7' is laige compared with the vibration period, this sporadic 
change of the equilibrium position cannot affect the magnitude of the specific 
heal, which IS evuleiit fiom Kig 3 where a plot of C* against temperature 
is given 111 the neighbourhood of 55”C
It may be observed from Fig. 3 that Ci at first increases linearly with 
tempcnilure and then becomes flat, horizontal near about 6o‘’C, the teiiiper- 
aturc where minima in A i.s observed The values of the maxiinuin absorpVioTi 
per wavelength \^ ,n) at the absoiplion frequency iN,„) have been calculated 
as desenhed 111 the previous paper. The values of iV<C< Nm for
the vaiious temperatures ranging from 25°C to 60*^ 0 have been taken from 
Pinkerton’s paper (1949) Plcre the dispersion of the velocity with temper 
ature has also been taken into account,
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Column four in Table 2 gives the values of velocity at different temijcr- 
atures These have been taken fiom I^amb and Pinkerton’s graph showiiifi 
the plot of velocity against temperature. 'I'lie values of the absorption 
frequencies at the various temperatures are giveu in the last column. 1 
value for (cx/iV“ x 10^ )^ for 65“C is the extrapolated one,
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Kig. 4 shows the plot of logio Nm against temperature recipiocal.
X 10
F ig  ^
Depeudfiicc nf agaiii'5t i T, A',,, being the ah>,ription ftequenc'^
As it is evident fiom the graph that logn, 'N m  is a linear function of t /T,  
ihnt IS Nm (absorption frequency) is proportional to the factor c -A E / ]\ T  
u'lieie A E  is the eneigy required for the creahoii of extra holes when ultra­
sonic waves pass through the niedmni. From the slope of gra[)h of logio 
and j / T  we find that the value of A E  comes out to be 8.69 kilocalories. 
This coincides with the activation energy obtained by Pinkerton.
Thus our theory of ultrasonic absorption in liquids “ that the mechanism 
of absorption in the case of liquids is not entirely due to vibration of atoms, 
hut that the structuial changes in the quasi-crystalline state of the liquid 
U'olecules play an important part in the absorption of ultrasonic waves and 
that the phenomenon of absorption and viscosity are all related ones and 
hoili can be dcsciibed in terms of ‘hole theoiy’ of liquid stale which has 
'lot only been able to explain the absorption and predict the absorption 
'i quencies in most of the liquids successfully but also explains the tempera- 
b'te effect on the absorption frequency as \^ell as on the maximum absorp-
iio R. N. Ghosh and G. 5. l^ armci
tiou per wdvelenjftli experimentally obtained by Lamb and Pinkerton in the 
case of acetic acid.
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